PROCESS CONTROL FOR BEER FOAM IN FERMENTING & AGING
Yeast Management

Fermentation
Pitching with cells low in viability (e.g. MB stain ) (-)

Gentle yeast handling
practices (+)

Wort D.O. (+)…..happy yeast secrete less proteases?

Excessively low wort DO's e.g. 0.5 ppm (-)

Overfoaming (-)

Stirred Fermenters (-)....promotes yeast secretion and
release of protease.

Stirred brink yeast (24 hrs/40C)
results in beer
with decreased foam.

Slower fermentation rate (-) than normal under standard
conditions.
Lower fermentation temperatures (+)

Better foam claimed from beer fermented
with Assimilated Yeast (see Ia).

Excessively high pitching
rates (-)

GGS: studies with effect of stirring (0, 550, 800 and
1,000 rpm) of yeast for 24 hrs at various shear rates
(76-228 sec-1) and pressures (6.0-22.6 Pa) prior to
pitching:.....increased pH , haze and protease of yeast
slurry, (with negative effects on beer foam and clarity),
but had no negative effect on rate of attenuation, with
control actually slower (test stimulated by oxygen?)!

Yeast removal before
cooling (+)
Dried lager yeast: @ 20-30% less viable
than freshly propagated yeast. Produce
beers with poorer foam.

Daily removal of yeast (+)

Foam Control Strategies During
Fermentation (+):
a) Ultrasound,
b) Cyclones (separates. gas/liquid in
foam & return liquid to fermenter.),
c) Mechanical disruption (e.g. paddles
rakes)., d) Mechanical disruption (e.g.
paddles rakes) and
e) Silicone antifoams.

Effect on Beer
Foam

Slower cooling (+), reduces protease leakage, but (-) if slow
or inadequate & causes autolysis.

Longer ruh times (-)
FAN metabolized (-)

Sluggish maturation (-)
Shorter ruh times (+)

Isinglass to settle yeast (+)

[Higher alcohols] if very high (-)
Colder ruh temperatures (+)

Faster yeast recoveries (+)

Ethanol (+/-; depending on author).

Frequency of handling/transfers (-)
Residual acid/caustic from cleaning (-)

Delayed fassing (-)
Rapid green beer cooling (-),
increases protease leakage.
Cropping ASAP after end
of fermentation (+)

Fermentation

Beer over yeast time (-)
HGB (-)...increased expression by yeast during late
fermentation of the PEP4 gene producing proteinase A.

Minimum 5 days storage at -1.50C to bind CO2 (+), some ethanol
increase from fermentation, increase [ ] (-)

As little as 0.5 added volumes of CO2 can significantly enhance
foam....increases nucleation, more head retention,
larger bubble sizes.

GGS: temp of ale centrifuged after primary
fermentation (-)...NIBEM of 165 vs. 145 at 28oC vs.18oC.

Aging
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